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THE MONTANA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

A
Introducti

LEGAL ANALYSIS OF MEPA'S

ROLE

on

The Montana Environmental Policy

Act

(MEPA) became

law

in .l97.|. MEPA

established a state policy

for the environrnent, directed state agencies to
incorporate this policy into their decisionmaking processes, and created the
Environmental Quality Councit (EQC) and its staff. The Act is now five years

old and

it is possible to review and to assess how it

has been implemented

of this report js to provide members
Quality Council with a detailed analysis of MEPA and its

by Montana state agencies. The purpose

of

Environmental

to identify obstacles to the full realization of the environmental goals established by the Legislature with the enactment of MEPA.
implementatjon and

The Federal Experience

with

NEPA

Since the enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
1969, there have been hundreds

of

cases

(1)

'in

in the federal courts interpreting the

Act and defining the duties of federal agencies" The federal courts have taken
an extremely active

role in the implementation of

held executive agencies to a
generation"

of

NEPA

cases

strict

standard

NEPA' and haveo by and large,

of compliance.

The so-called

"fjrst

dealt primarily with the procedural aspects of the

1aw,

and focused on the requirement to

include in every recomrnendation or report on
legislation and other major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of
the human environment, a detailed statement"..
(42 usc 4332(2) (c) )
proposals

first generation of cases dealt at great length and depth wjth such
issues as: when is an EIS required; how is this threshold decjsion to be made;
This

is
to call

when

an action "major" enough,
NEPA

or "significant"

enougho

into piay; to what agencies does NEPA apply.

or "Federal"
The courts

out the requirements for the content of impact statements:
environmental impacts; discussion

full

enough

also fleshed

disclosure of

of alternatives; discussion of

cumulative

impacts (2).

In addition, the courts dealt with
who has standing
may

such

judicial procedural questions as:

to bring an action under NEPA; what scope

a court apply to agency

of review
decisions; what remedies are available to the plaintiffs.

These'last questions led to the "second generation" of
cerned

and standard

NEPA

cases which are con-

with the substantive, rather than the procedural aspects of the law (3)"

in this way: Suppose a federal agency has
fulfilled the procedural requirements of NEPA as determined by the first-generation
NEPA cases; that is, a thorough EIS was prepared and circulated for comment, and

The substantive question may be posed

was presented

to the

agency decisionmakers

in

advance

of their decision"

Never-

theless, the agency officials decide on a course of action which will have sig-

nificant

adverse

effects on the environment.

Does NEPA provide

a remedy?

Can

a court, in reviewing the agency decision, reverse the agency on the merits,
declaring that the proposed action would be inconsistent with the expressed

policies of

NEPA?

0r can the court require only that the

agency give good

consideration to environmental factors, and not substitute

faith

its own judgement for

that of the agency? 0r is the court limited to determfning simply whether the
required procedures were complied with?
These questions are

tended

still

being answered

in the federal courts. Early cases

to the narrow "procedures-on1y" view (4) "

nizing that

NEPA

More

current cases are recog-

requires at least a good faith consideration of environmental

factors in the decisionmaking process, and courts have reversed
"2-

agency decisions

(or

remanded

to the agency for further consideratfon) if it

mental factors were ignored

(5). It

appeared

that environ-

to be seen how far the courts will
go beyond reviewing the methods of decisionmaking. How far will they go towards
remains

reading a mandatory, substantive policy

for

environmental protection

1aw, and review agency actions on the merits

of

The Statu_s

If

MEPA

in

of the decisions

into

the

themselves?

Montana

there are important questions

the state of the law in Montana

still to be answered in the federal system,

is even less certain.

Whereas

the federal courts

took an active and central role in giving teeth to the federal statute, in
there has been very

Act

(0).

(MEPA)

little

Montana

court action under the Montana Environmental Policy

There have been only three

district court cases (7) (one just

recently initiated has not yet gone to court) and only one, Ilontana l^lilderness

v.

of Health (Beaver Creek) has reached the Supreme Court"
At the time of this writing, the Beaver Creek decision has not yet been issued.
As a result, there has been no definitive judicial statement clarifying
Society

Department

either the procedural or the substantive aspects of MEPA.
decision, hopefully, rvi'11 provide

some answers,

but

it

The Beaver Creek

doubtful that

more

of the many questions which have been raised in federal
litigation will be resolved in that one decision. It is likely, then, that
beyond the few issues directly confronted by the court in BeavgI !rgsK., the
status of MEPA will remain essential'ly unchangedo awaiting further judicial
than a very few

treatmento which,
The l4eaning

of

if

past experience

is any guide, will

be slow

in

coming.

An Environmental Pol'icy

It is easy to make the mistake of assuming that the entire environmental
policy of the state of

Montana

is

contained in MEPA" This

-3-

is far

fnom true"

Thus, the Sanitation

in

Subd'ivisions Act declares a policy

"to protect

the

quality and potabiljty of water for public water supplies and domestic uses.' (8).

for the wise
utilization, development and conservat'ion of the waters of the state for the
maximum benefit of its people" (9)" Indeed, if one were to examine the full
The Water Use Act makes

range

of

it

the polfcy of the state

to

laws and regulations dealing with water and

"provide

air qua'lity, forest

conserva-

tion, mining reclamation, wildljfe management, etc., it would be clear that the
state of Montana, through its Legjslatureo has repeatedly expressed an jnterest
'in preserving and improving the quality of the envjronment. Furthermore, withjn
the relatively narrow scope of each such statute" the relevant executive agency
is held to specific and enforceable standards of performance.
What, thenn was the intent of the Legislature in expressing an environmental
policy for the state of Montana?

MEPA

certainly

was meant

to

be more than

an

that state government is to concern itself with the protect'ion
of air and water quality and wildlife habjtats" Individual statutes such as
those mentioned above had already made that clear. And MEPA cannot be inter-

announcement

preted to mean that each state agency

control and wildlife

management

is to become an air

MEPA

pollution

agency. Such an approach clearly would result

in a welter of confusing and inconsistent decisions

If

and water

and actions"

is to be interpreted as anything more than a broad statement of

legislative sentiment, then, attention must be focused on the directive that
state agencies "improve and coordinate state plans, functions, programs,

and

resources," (10) and that a "systemat'icn interdjsciplinary approach" be utilized

in planning and decisionmaking (ll)"
MEPA

from

all

The

characteristic which distinguishes

other environmentally related statutes

is that it

addresses the

entire range of environmental concerns, and calls for an integration and co-

-4-

ordination of

all

other policies and duties set forth in other statutes.

Unfortunately,

MEPA

provides no rea'l guidance

integration of programs and activities.

It

for

has been

accomplishing this

left to the initiative

individual agencies to develop methods for accomplish'ing the goals of

MEPA as

effectively as possible within the constraints of their other statutory
responsibilities. Almost by definition, however, the goals of MEPA pervade
entire range 0f

government

activity.

could possibly achieve these

will fall

goals.

No one agency,

of

the

left to its own devices,

Nineteen departments, operating separately,

short of these goa'ls nineteen separate tjmes jn njneteen separate

ways"

explicit direction from the legis'lature, MEPA is
perceived by most state agencies primari'ly as a procedural statute. Many of
the procedural interpretations which grew out of the first-generation NEPA cases
In the absence of

have been

more

adopted'implicitly by the agencies, but are only

bjnding with the adoption of

MEPA

regulations"

now becoming

The regulations provide

legally
a

procedural frameworko but many of the more "substantive" procedural issues

(e.g. what constitutes an adequate impact statement) are not resolved by the
regu'lations and are
most

part,

Statements

still potential subjects of lit'igation.

v'iew MEPA

(EISs).

Agencies,

for

the

in terms of the requirement to produce Envjronmental Impact

They are concerned

with producing EISs whjch will avoid or

to court challenge" There has been little attention paid, however,
to the use to which EISs should be put in decisionmaking" MEPA has had little
influence on the methods of decisionmaking. Agencies are reluctant to rely on

stand up

in order to make decisions on environmental grounds" There is little or no
programmatic planning, or inter-agency cooperatjon, or other indjcations that

MEPA

agencies are using

-5-

all practical means, cons'istent with other
essential considerations of state policy'
to improve and coordinate state pJans,
functions, programs and resources.. "
(6e-6503(a))

MEPA

does jnclude certa'in "action-forcing" provisions rvhich were designedn

theoretjcally, to

impose

clearly defined duties on state agencies (12)" In

federal system, the courts have been actjve in insuring

to these provisions. In

some degree

of

Montana, however, no mechanism has developed

the

adherence

to

guarantee

any'level of performance or any degree of consistency or coordination among the
various state agencies invo'lved in implementing env'ironmental policies.
0nly the provision requiring the preparation of environmental impact statements (EISs) (.|3) has received any attention. Agencies qre preparing EISs, and
can be forced

to do so by a court of law" But since the responsibility for

policy implementation is unclear and the other action-forc'ing provisions in
Section 69-6504 have been ignored, no one is quite sure what the proper function

of an impact statement is, what it should contain, or what should be done with
it once it is prepared and presented to the agency decisionmakers'
Nevertheless, the EIS provision

is the only clearly accessible

handle

available to citizens wishing to keep a rejn on agency activity wh'ich may
adverse'ly
adequacy

affect the envjronmerrt" As a resu'lt, Iitigation focuses on the

of

impact statements rather than on the

real issue: whether a proposed
And since the function of an

is consistent with the policies of MEPA.
EIS is unclear, it is impossible to determfne with any certainty whether a
given EIS is adequate. Th'is uncertainty invites litigation and delay'

action

MEPA

and the Permit-Grqnting Process

There

is

no question that

MEPA

expresses a

-6-

state policy on environmental

protection. In Section 69-6503, the Legislature recognized the threat to

the

environment caused by popu'lation growth, urbanization, natural resource exploita-

tion,

and other human activity. The Legislature indicated

its

'intention that

the plans, pFograms and activities of state government be improved and coordinated

in order to reduce the adverse impacts on the environment which result from such

activities.

Since state government's involvement

in these actjvities primarily

takes the form of granting permits and licenses to private applicants,
be concluded that

MEPA

was intended

it

must

to affect the permit-granting process.

To

'interpret the Act otherwise would place the bulk of environmentally significant

activity

applicability" Unfortunately, MEPA does
not address itself to many of the problems which arise in attempting to apply
beyond

the range of

MEPATs

a broad, ecological perspective to the permit process.
An

initial

uncertainty

is the effect which MEPA has 0n an agencyrs

decision-

authority. Agencies have hesitated to rely on the policy statements in
MEPA as a basis for changing their lega'l authority for decisionmaking. If the
Department of Natural Resources, for example, js authorized by statute to grant

making

criteria are met, the Department'is
reluctant to deny a permit application on the basis of general ecological con-

water appropriation permits when certain

(.|4). Likewiseo the Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
does not believe it has the authority to refuse to lift sanitary restrictions
siderations

from subdivisions on any basis other than water quality and sewage disposal,
regardless

of the possible harm to the environment

which may be caused by

a

poorly planned subdivision (.|5).
This reluctance

is

understandable" In the absence of more explicit

directives from the Legislature, an agency would be treading on thin ice
denied a permit on the basis

of vaguely defined environmental grounds.
-7-

A

if it

developer would be
due process

of

liable to

sue the agency

for deprivation of property without

law"

0n the other hand,

it

would not be

sufficient for the Legislature

to grant the necessary authority to state agencies to

base

on environmental grounds. More attention must be paid

various statutes interact with one another.

It

simply

their permit decisions

to the ways'in which

often happens, for example, that

to grant a permit for a small part of a large proiect.
developer of a major industria'l complex applies to the Department of Natural
an agency

is

requested

Resources and Conservation
consumption

for a water diversion permit. In addition to

of water, the project

will

have major

effects on ajr

A

the

and water

quality,

wildlife, transportation requirements, stream bed alterations, etc.
Permits will eventually be required from the air and water quality bureaus of
the Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, from the Department of Fish
land use,

and Game, and from
How

Must

should

DNR&C

local zoning authorities.

DNR&C

approach the problem

analyze the

of performing an environmental

entire range of environmental impacts to

from the project as a whole? Can

it

base

its

review?

be expected

decision on all those impacts which

go beyond the water diversion problem? And what should the other agencies
Should they a'l'l prepare EISs? Should each one

balancing

of

of environmental costs and benefits in

them per"form

making

do?

the careful

its decision.

Thjs

of effort and the probabjlity of inconsistent decisions. What would happen, for example, if DNR&C denied the
water use permit because of the totality of adverse impacts" while the l,later

would lead

to

insupportab'le duplication

Quality Bureau of

DHES

standards would not be

approved the project

after finding that water quality

violated? 0n the other hand,

if it is decided that

on'ly one agency should make the ultimate decjsion and perform the comprehensive

-8-

environmental analysis, how
An even more

difficult

will that agency be designated?

problem arises when, instead

of

one developer applying

for several perm'its, several independent projects are proposed, each by a different
applicant, perhaps, but each growing out of the previous one, For example, a

for a coal strip mining per"mit from the Department of
State Lands. The application is fn order, and reclamation of the disturbed land
appears feasible, so the permit is granted" Soon after, a coal-fired generating

mining company applies

is proposed, perhaps preceded by a petition to redesignate the area from
Class II to Class III under the Clean Air Act nondegradation rules' The generating
plant

plant requires a series of decisions by DHES and DNR&C.

The construction causes

of residents and several subdivisions are proposed.
Alt of these developments were easily predictable, perhaps definitely
antjcipated, at the time DSL made its decision on the mine siting permit" How
extensive an environmental review does MEPA require of DSL? How far beyond the
criteria set out in the Strip Mine Siting Act can DSL go in making jts decis'ion?

an influx

Regardless

of what

MEPA

thejr

narrow

range

of factors, then

may

require, the fact is that agencies do not go beyond

authorizations"

Each agency makes

passes the problem on

its decision based on a ljmjted

to the next agencyo which'is

wearing

a similar set of blinders (16)"

is intensified when one of the agencies involved in
or projects is a local agency" This situation arises most

This type of problem
reviewing the project

often during subdivision review under the Subdivision and Platting Act and the
Sanitation in Subdivislon Act

(.l7).

The

local

agency

in its decisions; i.e", it

is

required to consjder

explicit duty
to perform the balance between environmental and nonenvironmental values. But
the local agency is not bound by the policies and directives of MEPA' 0n the

a wide range of factors

-9-

has the most

other hand, the state Department of Heaith must review the subdivision proposal

for

adequate water supp'ly and sewage d'isposa1"

Is the Health Department

author-

ized to deny this certification on the basis of general environmental considera-

tions, regardless of the actions taken by the local officials? This is

one of

the questions presented by the Beavel Crgek case"

It js clear,

then, that the Legis'lature must, at a minimun, clarify the

divisjon of responsibilities and the effect of

MEPA

on agency decisionmak'ing

authority. But there is another,

more subtle problem presented by the notion

of

in the context of

making environmental decisions

case-by-case licensing

procedures.

of environmental factors in governmental decisionmaking is, in essence, an attempt to reorder the priorities which
determine how society's resources are to be allocated" The decjsjon to give to
Any attempt

to

promote the consjderatjon

previously ignored environmental values the same (or greater) weight than

to traditional

economic,

is

given

social and technological considerations, may result

in a fundamental reorientation of attitudes and 'lifestyles" Is the licensing
process the proper forum for performing this kind of delicate balancing of
pri ori

ti

es?

A licensing or permit-granting procedure

nature, that

is essentially adiudicatory

in

is, it is modelled after the iudicial process. An applicant

its case to the permitting authority, marshalling the facts in the most
favorable light possible. Intervenors, if any there be, do the'ir best to po'int

makes

out the inadequacies of the applicant's presentation, The agency decisionmakers are subject

to a variety of pressures. If a hearing is required'

of the formallties of

to" All these features
receives the full benefit of due

courtroom procedure are adhered

are essential to guarantee that the applicant

-t 0-

many

process.

But a court-iike adjud'icatory procedure

findjng mechanism.

The

is

designed

specifical'ly as a fact-

facts are presented jn an adversary context, and the

(or the reviewing court) applies those facts to the relevant statutory

agency

or regulatory requ'irements,

and determines whether the applicant

is entitled

to

its license. The adjudicatory process 'is not well-suited for po'licy making.
The

rearanging of priorities, the'important policy decisjons of resource

allocation, cannot be made on a case-by-case basis"
only works

if

The adjudicatory process

the policy decisions have already been made, if standards of

performance, and

criteria for weighting the various environmental

mental factors have already been

and nonenviron-

set" The agency can then apply the facts of a

criteria, instead of trying
to create policy for every case (lB)" The difficulty of making policy under such
conditions contributes to the agencies' reluctance to go beyond the well*established
criteria contained in their other statutory authorizations. As a result, except
for the preparation of EISs, MEPA goes large"ly unimplemented in permit decisions.

given case to those already-existing policies and

Several things should have been made clear by the preceding discussion"

it is essential that explicit legislative

Firsto

decisionmaking. The Ianguage of
MEPA

MEPA

standards be set

should make

it

to guide

agency

unmistakable that where

applies, environmental values are to be weighed along with other considera-

tions.

The

Act should indicate

how much

relative weight js to be given to

environmental values, and under what conditions adverse environmental effects

priorities are established by the Legislature,'it

may be

permitted.

can be

left to the agencies to perform the case-by-case

0nce the

agencies cannot be expected

balancingi but the

to set these priorities in the course of adiudication.

-t I -

If

it is impossible to adopt firm standards
applicable to al1 agenciesn genera'l guide'lines might stil'l be provided, and the
the Legislature feels that

to adopt specific

agencies directed

standands through rulemaking. The crucial

point is that fundamental policy decisions must be made in a legis'lative context,
and standards and

priorities set in

advance

of individual cases (lg)"

is to indicate clearly lvhen MEPA app'lies" A
study should be conducted to identify critical decision points,

The second necessary step

statute-by-statute

to determine the manner in which various statutory authorizations interact
with one another. In this way it will be possible to identify the earliest
and

feasible decisionmaking point at which the environmental review should begin.
The appropriate lead agency can be identified, and responsibilities can be
properly al located.
A third essential point

is that the !'environmental balancing"

be performed

once. It makes little sense for five different agencies to make five
different assessments of costs and benefits from a broad eco'logical perspective,
on'ly

and amive

that

at five different conclusions"

agency should have

a lead agency is designated,

the responsibility to perform the balancring and make

the decision. Other agencies

of the EIS and will

0nce

will

be required

to contribute to the preparation

to certify compliance with the specific statutory
requirements over which they have jurfsdiction, but only the'lead agency will
make

have

the "MEPA decision.',

In order to

accomplish

this, it will

be necessary

to establ'ish a mechanism

for coordinating the permitting activities of the varjous agencies (20)" 14hen
the developeLin our earlier example approaches DNR&C for a water use permit,
he should be required

project, so that

it

to indicate at that time the full extent of the entire

can be determined what state and

-12-

local agencies

will

eventually

be

The !rsystematic,

involved.

that pojnt. A lead
should begin

interdisciplinary approach" should begin at

agency should be detenmined, and

their environmental reviews. The lead

all

involved agencies

agency

will

coordinate

final report, and will be responsjble for applying
an overall, ecologically sensitive analysis in determining the proper course.
During this process of environmental review and analysis, the deve'loper will
be consulting with all the agencies involved in an effort to redesign the
these

efforts,

comp'ile a

proposal wherever possible

to reduce adverse impacts"

This sort of approach should be of advantage not only to those jnterested

in

makjng the

applicants"

state responsive to environmental needs, but also to private

It

would be poss'ible

for all the necessary permit procedures

to

be consolidated; only one comprehensive environmental review would be necessary.
Only one governmental agency would have the authority

to

make

the environmental

determination, and that agency would be clearly designated"

thjs sort of inter-agency coordinat'ion. it will be
necessary to set up formal and efficient mechanisms for identlfying whjch agencies
will be involved in a project, designating the lead agency, coordinating the enIn order to

accomplish

vironmental review, consolidatjng permit procedureso

etc" The Legislature might

attempt to devise these mechanisms and include them in

statutes"

A more

flexible

approach might be

MEPA

or in the individual

to indicate the desired

goa1s,

establish an inter-agency commission or designate some existing agency to devise
the proper procedures and direct that the procedures be made effective within
a given tjme limjt.

In order to

make

this

coordinated approach

to the permit process

work

effectively, it will be necessary to include local decjsionmakers as par"t of

-1
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the

process. As mentioned earlier,

it is often the Jocal officials

who have the

authority" The local agency is therefore the 'logicai
choice for lead agency" MEPA should explicitly indicate that, for the purposes

most conprehensive review

of the statuten local agencies are "agencies of the state""
In many cases, local authorities already operate, in essence, as agents of
the state. In reviewing subdivisions (21), or applications for constr^uctjon within floodplains (22), or on lakeshores (23), or along stream banks (24), local
officials are required to apply criteria set forth by the Legislature" The local
officials are therefore acting on behalf of the state" It is on'ly a logical exof this already existing situation to make local agencies responsive to
the policies of MEPA as well. It would then be possible to designate the local
agency as the lead agency for environmental review purposes" Most of the respontension

sibility for performing the actual research and information-gathering could be
left with the state agencies, and those state agencies would also have to certify
that the project in question is eligible to receive whatever state permits
required but the ultimate decis'ion, based on environmental as well as

factorso could be
be subject

other

would then

to the same scope and standard of judicial review as any state-dgencY

decision under
The EIS

left to the local decjsionmakers. This decision

all

are

MEPA.

in the Permit Process

As mentioned

earlier, the preparation of

environmental impact statements

is virtually the only "act'ion-forcing" provision of MEPA whjch has recejved
attention" But since the proper approach to implementation of MEPA policy
is unclear, the role of the EIS is similarly unclear, The role of the EIS will
be discussed in more detail later" Here we will be concerned'in particular with

any

-t 4-

the shortcomings of the EIS as part of the permit process.
One common problem

is that the EIS'is presented to the dec'isionmakers

after the real decision

has already been made. This

sjtuation arises most often

during subdivision review. The Department of Health prepares an EIS and supposedly
considers

it

of county

commissioners has already approved the subdivision

ment doubts

before deciding whether to

it

that

has the

lift

sanitary restrictfons, but the

action"

The exp'loration

impact on the environment

in the consideration of alternatives to
of alternatfves which might

is theoretically

one

of environmental revjew. In the context of

this valuable exercise is
agencies bel'ieve

to

deny

it.

it relates to water quality

( 25 ) .

A similar situation pertains
proposed

The Depart-

authority to overrule the board, so the EIS is worth-

Iess as a decisionmaking too1, except insofar as
and sewage prob'lems

plat"

board

Sometimes

have less adverse

of the most important functions

agency permit grant'ing" however,

almost completely ignored" The reason'is

that they

have

the

that permitting

only two alternatives: to grant the permit or

a third alternative

is

discussed

briefly; granting

a

permit conditioned on various superficial design changes.
These two examples

point out the fundamental shortcoming of the EIS in the

permit process. The EIS, as defined in

is well-suited to be a part of
the formulation and implementation of agency-'initiated actions" Where all
aspects of a proposed action are within the control of the agency, the discussion
of alternatives, and the review of environmental impacts prior to decisionmaking
MEPA,

take on rea'l meaning. In the perm'it-granting process, however, the significant
decisions are made by the private appficant, before the state or local officials
become

up

involved.

Choices as

to the developer,

to location,

magnituden and design

and the govennment agency does not

-t 5-

feel it

of a project are
has the authority

to participate in these decisions" in the
from the Legislature, therefore, the EIS
document

will

of a more explicit

mandate

remain essentially a descriptive

with no effect on the ultimate decision,

The prob'lem may be restated
and

absence

in this way: in the context of permit-granting

licensing, the state or local

agency becomes involved and beg'ins

its

environ-

late in the game to have any reai effect on the outcome"
polic'ies and priorities established by MEPA must be brought to bear at the

mental analysis too

earliest stages of decisionmaking in order to be effective"

The

earliest

The

stage,

of course, is the adoption of regulations by the agency, indicating the manner
in which environmental values will enter into the decision"

Environmental

analysis should begin at this stage. An EIS on rulemaking need not conta'in the

detailed biophysical descriptions found in project-specific impact statements,
but should concern itself more with an analysis of policy options, present'ing

of the impacts which those options will have on envjronmental
decisionmaking. It is at this level of r"ulemaking and policy formulation that
an overview

the notion of programmatjc EISs makes sense. Findings which are
rulemaking process

will

then apply to

all

subsequent

made

during the

individual permit decisions.

of individual project applications, MEPA poljcjes and priorities
should affect planning and design from the outset" Private developers should be
0n the level

encouraged, perhaps required,

to consult

and cooperate

wjth the appropriate

offic'ials throughout the project design process to assure that

env'ironmental

The'injtial sit'ing decision by the
developer is not too early to begin the review. The coordination of the permit
procedure descr"ibed earlier would facjljtate this early initiation of environ*

values are considered from the beginning.

mental analysis.

l,lithin this approach, the

EIS could become more than simply a descript'ion
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of present environmental conditions
part of the project formulatjon

and

potentiai impacts" The EIS might

become

itself,

providing a record of the efforts

made

during the p'lanning process to reduce and mitigate adverse environmental effects.
Instead

of being a one-shot, statfc

become an ongoingo
Agency- Ini

The

integral part of planning and decisjonmaking.

ti ated Acti

effect of

ons

MEPA

littte attention.

document, the environmental revjew could

on agency-initiated actions has rece'ived relattvely

Most people view

MEPA

exclusively in terms of EISs, and the

vast majority of EISs deal with permit applications rather than with

programs

conceived, planned and implemented by state agencies. Those few EISs dealing

with agency-initiated

programs have

attracted

little criticism.

Such programs

are often aimed at enhancing the environment, so environmentally concerned groups
are not

iikely to delay the agency's actions

by attacking the impact statement"

in general, EISs on agency-initiated actions are of higher quality than those
prepared for perm"it applications. When an agency reviews a project desjgned by

And

a private applicant, the feeling

to the applicant, so the EIS is

seems

viewed

to be that all the real decisfons are up
as a mechanical but relatively meaning-

likely to
make a thorough study of impacts and alternatives when the entire project is
less, procedural requirement. In contrast, the agency

seems more

under

agency control.

The EIS requirement has had a beneficial

simp'ly by forcing on agencies an awareness

effect on jndividual

of

and

agency projects

sensitivity to a wide range of

environmental consideratjons which might not otherwise be consjdered. Neverthe-

less,

MEPA

has had

little effect in terms of coordinating and integrating

policies and programs"

The

other "action-for.cing" provisions of Section

-17

-

state
69-6504

little attention.
There is litt'le interagency coordination at the program-formulation

have received

For example, the A'ir Quality Bureau has responsibility

for the State

stage.

Implementa-

tion Plan under the Clean Air Act, and must guide the development of control
strategies within Air Quality Maintenance Areas" The I'later Quality Bureau is
involved in the po'llution discharge e'liminatjon system, and in devis.ing basin
plans for water treatment, nonpoint source control, and so on" The Water Resources

Division of

DNR&C

is currently

developing a state plan

for the utilization

and

of the state's water resources" The Solid Waste Management Bureau
is engaged in waste disposal projects. Environmental Sciences Djvision of DHES

management

is presently

considering rules

for the implementation of the federal air quality

nondegradation regulations; rules which
lr'|hat

is

made

to determine

will

have pervasiye land use implications.

being done to coordinate these various programs? What studies are being

will affect one another? How are priorities balanced
among these programs? If there are conflicts, how are

how they

and resources allocated

they resolved?
There are two characteristics

crucial: first,
has

of the "environment"

everything affects everything e'lse, and second,, the environment

a limited capacity to absorb the waste products of

cannot simply be swept under the

For examplen
scrubbers

which make these questions

human

activity" Dirt

rug" It is bound to show up somewhere

strict air quality controls

may

else.

call for the use of more efficient

to remove particulates from stack emissions" Those particulates

not disappear. They

become

do

solid wastes and a potential seurce of water pollution"

is this inherent conflict resolved? l*lho sets the priorities? The real meaning
of MEPA is not that each agency must do a better job of cleaning up its own litile
How

corner

of the environment but that

some degree

-1 B-

of coordination be achieved. It

does

relatively little

good

to conduct a comprehensive environmental revjew and

air or water pollution permit appljcation if the
coordinat'ion of air and water programs was ignored at the program-formulation level
This need for coordination was touched on in the discussion of the permit
process" The formulation of rules for the implementation of the nondegradation
requirements of the Clean Air Act is a perfect example of the need to conduct a
coordinatedo inter-agency programmatic analysis of policy options !S&:g individual
issue an EIS

for

an individual

applicants come along requesting reclassification of an area or permission to

build a new source of pollution.

Some

frame

of reference

needs

to

be developed

refer to in deciding on the fate of a
strip mine, which w'ill be followed by a mine-mouth generating plant, which will

that the

Department

of State

Lands can

five subdivisions.
The magnitude of these problems clearly places them beyond the resources of
any one agency to solve on its own" A mechanism for the coordinatjon of agency
be followed by

activjties is required.

The agencies, and the governor, have repeatedly

to develop such a mechanism on their

own

failed

injtjative" It js up to the Legislature

to take the lead in recognizing the need, and suggesting a structure for deaiing
with

it.

The Coordination

of State Policy

The discussion thus

far

has made

it clear,

hopefully, that

some mechanisnt

is essential for the coordination of the policies, programs and decisions of
state (and local) government" MEPA called for such coordination five years ago
but that legislative mandate has been ignored.

Ide

must assume that

it will

tinue to be ignored unless the mechanism is proposed by the Legislature"
EQC

clearly cannot perform the necessary functions without jnvading the
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con-

The

domajn

of the executive.
The nature

The coordination must take place

with the executive

of this coordination might take many forms, both in

level of planning, policy

makjng and implementationn and

in

tenms

of institutional arrangements. Institutional arrangements could
interagency advisory council comprised

of

department heads

branch.

terms

of

the

of the types

range from

an

or lower level

division or bureau chiefs, and perhaps representatives of local government, to
the creation of an Environmental Protection Agency withjn the governor's office,

or as a twentieth

department

of state government.

Both

of these approaches

have some advantages and some disadvantages. The interagency council would

retain the fractionalizatjon of interests and goals which exists

among the

varjous agencies. This has the advantage of guaranteeing that a diversity of

will

in the development of a coordinated po'licy.
The disadvantageo of course, is that a council of independent agencies may
have no more incentive or insight into coordinating policies than presently
exists among the agencies. The advantage of creatjng a new independent agency
with the responsibility of coordinating or implementing the staters environviews and values

mental po'licy

be presented

is that such new, mjssion-oriented

agencies approach the problems

with the kind of vigor and originality that'is often lacking in older, established
agencies which have

their

own

set of priorities to protect (26),

An executive branch environmental agency could perform one

the f ol 'l owi ng functi

l)

ons

or

more of

:

Policy formulation. As discussed earlier, there

is need for

an integr"ated

coordinated state environmental policy which can serve as a fnamework wjthin
which

all

other state agency programs can operate, This might take the form

of an inventory of conditions
formal po'licy to which

all

and prob'lems

with policy recommendations;0r

a

state agencies must adhere; or an explicit environ-
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mental program with directives

for implementation.

A planning process rather

than a complete plan mjght be developed (27).

2)

Program Review. The environmental agency might conduct

of state agency activities
compliance

review.

and decisions

with the state plan.

to deter^mine whether they are in

Recommendations could be made based on

These recommendations might be on'ly advisory,

weight. For example, if the environmental
agencyrs action was

a regular review

that

or might carry greater

agency determjned

in conflict with the state environmental

that

some other

p1an, an appeal

could be made through some administrative review channels, with

fjnal resolution

by the governor.

3)

EIS Coordination. The envjronmental agency could serve as a clearinghouse

for the environmental review process. It could make recommendationsn based on
PERs, as

to

when EiSs are

required"

It

could determine when different agency

projects are closely enough related either functionally or geographica'l1y to
require

for

joint or coordinated environmental reviews. It

progranunatic

could suggest the

need

EISs. It could perform administrative functjons jn distributing

EISs, collecting comments, etc.

4)

Permit Coordination. The need to coordinate the permit pt"ocess has

discussed

earlier.

An environmental agency could serve as

for permit applications,

been

a clearinghouse

and determine when a consolidation

of permit activities

is needed.

5)

Environmental Appeals" An env'ironmental agency could

powers
made

b. given quasi-judicial

to resolve conflicts in environmentally related matters,

in the followring sjtuations:

when an agencyrs

Appeals might

decision not to prepare an

be

EIS

is challenged; when an agencyts decision to grant or deny a permit is questioned;
when an agency action is alleged to be in conflict wr'th the state environmetal p1an.
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to such an environmental
action in court.

Appeal

The

possibjlities are

board might be a prerequisite

numerous, and

for bringing

a thorough discussion of the

which might be taken could be the subject

of a future report (28)"

is that an executive-branch

an

approaches

The only

of some
sort must be established with the clearly defined duty and authority to carry
out the poljcies of MEPA" This agency wouJd, in addition" be a natural contact
point for the EQC. This would facilitate cooperation and an exchange of views
po'int which needs to be made here

and information between the executive and

legislative

agency

branches.

The Environmental Impact Statement

As the discussion up

to this point should

have suggested, the problems with

the EIS process stem largely from an unclear perception of dutjes and responsi-

bilities

under

MEPA

in general. l^lith no central policy to which environmental

review can be related, the EIS becomes a mechanical exercise with no real effect

other than as a compilation of

to avoid criticism
be

and as a

data.

Agencies tend

result the

to

pad the documents

in

order

EISs are cumbersome and too technical to

of use to the average reader or decisionmaker" If the

coordinated with a statewide environmental policy

EIS process can

or plan,

much

be

of the duplica-

t'ion might be el iminated.
There are several functions which the environmental review process should

perform. Fjrst,

it

should serve as an "early-warning system,'r

to call

the

attention of other agencies and the public to the fact that a project or

program

is being cons'ider"ed which might have significant environmental impacts (29) " At
this early stage, it is not necessal"y to produce an exhaustjve environmental
ana'lysis. The project descniption and pr"ojection of impacts need on'ly be detailed
enough

to enable other agencies to make a determination whether they should
-22-

become

involved. Coordination of permit-granting activity could begjn at this

po'int"

(ffnl which agencies are now preparing under
the new MEPA rules could satisfy many of these needs. It is essentjal" however,

The Preliminary Environmental Review

that the

PER

be circulated

to other agencies and the pub'lic.

The EIS process should provide a mechanism
among

state (and 1oca1) agencies

which

is

usualiy

made

for the exchange of

information

(30). In addition to the hard biophysical data,

available during the draft EIS commenting processn

agencies should also provide information as

to their

own program

comment'ing

status, indi-

cating the ways in which the agencies' programs wi'11 jnteract; identifying

potential points of conflict or overlap of jurisdiction" In this regard,
discussion of alternatives required

the

in an EIS could take on new significance.

A

limits itself to a discussion only of alternatives ava'ilable
to that agency. At least in the context of agency-initiated programs, the approach
lead agency currently

to identify the objectives of the proposal, and to discuss alternatives
available to state government as a whole which might accompljsh some or all of
should be

those goa'ls with fewer adverse impacts (3.|)"

0f course, the EIS has value as a source of environmental infornation, and
it is in this context that the EIS is presently most well developed" Nevertheless, there is a need for more clearly defined standards of adequacy. The Legislature may w'ish to set out in some detail the range and depth of considerations
which are appropriate for an adequate impact statement" The function of an EIS
as a "full-disclosure'! document, for example, should be made clear. The EIS
serves as a source of information not only for the decisionmakers r'nvolved jn
the project under immediate consideration" The informatjon

is also of use to

officials in other agencies, the Legislature, and the general publicr ds d basis
for decisionmaking and policy fornuJation in the future (32). The EIS should
-23-

therefore deaJ with the br^oadest pract'icabJe range of environmental impacts,
and shoujd pay particu'lar

attention to 'rsecondary impacts"; the growth-inducing

effects of a pr"oject whjch will lead to further

their

own

developments which

will

have

set of impacts. The standards may vary depending on the type of

project being discussed" The kinds of information necessary in an EIS on a
subdivision review may not be appropriate

for

an EIS on rulemaking,

lation, or policy formulation. There js no reason why a1l
same.

Some

or legis-

EISs must look the

flexibility of format can be introduced to accommodate

the great

variety of governmental activjties which require environmental review.
A fourth function

of the EIS process is to

in

government decisionmaking"

of

EISs

Thjs has probably been the most successful aspect

to date, to the chagrin of

and provide information during the
commenters and

the

promote public participation

many

agencies" The opportunity to

comment

draft tIS stage'is of great Value to both

the

agency"

The environmental impact statement should provide

the agency's efforts to implement the policies of

a revjewable record of

MEPA, and

the impacts of

the proposed project should be related directly to those policy goals as described

in Section 69-6503. This is an aspect of environmental review which requires the
greatest attention" EISs have had little use as po'licy documents because of an

of predetermined environmental policy. Agencies are unsure of what is
meant, for example, by ilthe relationshjp between local short-term uses of manrs
absence

of long-term productivity," so
the obligatony sectjon in the EIS dealing with it is so vague as to be valueiess"
If thjs discussion were related to an affirmative state poficy directing all

env"ironment and the maintenance and enhancement

agencies to:

fulfill

the responsibilj.ties of each generation as trustee

of the environment for

succeeding generations;
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attain the wjdest range of benefjcial uses
environment without degradation. ". ;

of

the

achieve a balance between population and resource use...;

and

quality of renewable resources"."(33)

enhance the

the discussion could take on some focus.

integral part of the agencyts planning process,

The EIS could become an

reflect efforts

and could

and implementation

made

to mitigate

EIS would thus be more than

by the agency throughout the project formulation
and reduce adverse environmental

effects.

The

a one-shot static document, but would receive

continual updating as the project progressed" Such a document would be of value

to any environmental coordinating council or
to monitor

agency compliance

agency which might be estab'lished,

with a statewide environmental

policy. It

would

of value to a court in case of litigati.on"
If the overall coordination of state government's environrnental activities
can be achieved, as suggested earlier, the role of the "programmatic impact
a'lso provide a reviewable record

statement" could take on added significance. The notion of programmatics
been discussed

what

to

do

within state government for

with them.

The

some

difficulty'largely

time, but no one is quite

stems from the

has

sure

fact thAt most EISs

are prepared for permit applications and most state agencies tend to think of

their

EIS

there

is

responsibilities in terms of a response to private applicants.

no way

to predict

agencies argue, there

is

First of all, this

who

will

no way

Since

apply for what perm'its when and where, the

to develop a programmatic appreach.

validity with respect to agency-jnitiated
actions. l.lith regard to permit activity, the argument has some validity, at
argument has no

least in terms of the present approach to the l'icens'ing process.

If

the kind

of coordination could be achieved which has been suggested here, a programmatic
approach would make sense even

in the context of
-25-

permit-gr"anting.

The environmental coordinating agency could produce

or a series of
or

po1 i

EIS

part of the formulation of a state environmental plan

of that state pol j cy, j ndi vi dual perm'i tti ng
would adopt regu'lations governing their permit activities" Those

cy.

agencies

EISs as

a programmatjc

I,li

thi n the framework

regulations would make clear the manner in which permit decis'ions would comply

with the overall state policy" A second-level EIS on this rulemaking would
be appropriate

Finally,

to discuss the impact of the proposed rules.

EISs on

individual permit applications would be prepared

where

necessary. Each level of environmental review would serve as an analytical

for the follow'ing level. The discussion of overall poficies, and
the broader aspects of cumulative effects, secondary impacts, etc., could be
handled at the higher levels, and wouid not have to be repeated for each
foundation

individual project-specif"ic impact statement. The ind'ividual project EISs
would deal primarily with the details of the specific proiect, and could
incorporate by reference the broader policy framework contained jn earlier

statements. Thjs "tiered" approach to the EIS process should eliminate

duplication, and relate individual

policy

EISs more

clearly to a coord'inated state

(34).

Enforceable Duties and the Role

of the Courts

Thjs djscussion has made the point several times that the polic'ies of
have gone unimplemented because

executive agency
mining what

is

activities.

requir"ed

of

of the lack of a mechanism for

coot"dinating

There ate n0 well-defined standards

an agency

in

legislative guidelines against which to

any given

situation"

measur.e agency

for deter-

There are

no

actions fot" compliance

with the law. For this reason, agencies are challenged only on procedural
-26-

MEPA

for deficiencies jn policies or programs. Environmentalists
tend to view litigation as a delaying tactic, because delay is all that can

grounds, and not

be achieved. l^lith no well-defined
pass judgement on the merits

a proposed action
because no one

statutory standards, a court'is unable to

of an action"

The

ultimate question

is consistent with the policies of MEPA -- is

is sure exactly

what those po]icies

tion of standards by the Legislature,

require.

and the coordination

mentation by the executive branch as suggested earJier,
towards defining the duties

of execut'ive agencies"

-- whether

never adjudicated"

The

clear enuncja-

of policy and imple-

will go a long way

0nce

that

happens, the courts

will be able to play a much more positive role in the MEpA process"
It has been mentioned before that the judiciary is not the proper forum for
policy-making (eS;. The role of the courts is to compare the facts surrounding
agency

activity with the policies

and

djrectives contained in the statute,

determine whether agencies have comp'lied with the

in its

law" If a statute is

and

unclear

of policy or in its directions to implement policy, a reviewing
court is forced either to defer to the discretion of executive agencies, or to
attempt to define and clarify policy on its own" 0n the other hand, if the
statement

Legislature provides clear guide]ines,

the courts is

much

simpler.

The

criteria,

and

discretion of executive agencies

by the statutory standards, and the court need not
The Legislature must assume

directives, the role of

is restricted

try to set policy.

the fundamental responsibility then, of setting

the priorities and establishjng the standards which will give substance to

MEPA's

policies" That initial setting of priorit"ies cannot be left to the executive
agencies (they have so far refused to exencise that responsibility jn any event)
or to the courts, which are least responsive to the will of the people. It wi"ll
a'lways be an executive agency,

of

counse,, which per"forms the actua'l case-by-case

^27
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balancing of costs and benefits, but the agency must be provided with a set of
values and standards, and must be held answerable to those standards.
An example
69-6503

of what m'ight be done: language could be inser"ted in

Section

statlng that no agency action will be permitted which fails to

to the policy goals described in Sectjon 6503, or which in
po'l'lutes or destroys the environment, unless the agency can show:
responsive

I

) that there is no feasible

be

some way

alter"nat'ive consistent

with the public health, safety and welfafe;

2) that the benefits of the proposed action outweigh
the harms;

and,

3) that the proposal includes all
to

practicable planning
reduce and mitigate adverse environmental impacts"

Where adverse environmental

would be on the agency

to

effects might result from an action, the

burden

demonstrate these points"

A possible procedure might be the

following:

f.lhenever agency

action would

involve adverse effects on the environment:
I

)

the decision whether to proceed or not must be preceded
by an EIS, which is given fu11 consideratjon in the

decisionmaking process

2)

3)
4)

;

the decision to proceed with the action must be accomplished
by a written justification showing that

a)

there is no feasible alternative consistent with
public health, safety, and welfane;

b)
c)

benefits of the action outweigh the

harms;

the p'lans include all practicable efforts to
reduce and mit'igate the harms;

the decision to proceed with the action would be conditional
some period of time (sayn thirty days) during which time
action
may be taken committing reseurces or affecttng
no
1ega1 rights;

for

during the thirty-day condit'ional period, the action would
be subject to challenge on one of the following grounds:
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Missing Pages.

12.

The

directiVes contained in Section 69-6504 parallel those in Section

of the federal act,

in

which were described as "action for.cing"

.l02

the

Congressional hearings"
r3.

6e-6504(b)

T4,

See

(3),

R.

C.M.

1e47

the Department of Natura'l Resources & Conservat'ion Final EIS on the

Prickly Pear Water Diversjon Proposal; Augustr 1974; discussion of legal
constraints at pp. 37 et sqq.;

It appears that the Department's immediate legal ob'ligation
'is to grant a permit for that amount of waterr ov€p and above
that required for existing rights, which can be put to
beneficjal use -- even if the result is dewatering of the
stream (p.38)
15.

See

the Department of Health & Environmenta'l

Sc"iences Revised Final

EIS on the Beaver Creek South Subdivision Proposal; October, 1974;

discussion of alternatives

at

page 50:

Although there would be adverse environmental effects

on

wildlife and to many a degradation of the aesthet'ic quality
of the area, no legislative mandate is in effect which would
give legal just"ification for refusing to grant subdivjsion
plat approval based on these

16.

This "small handle" problem

is

grounds.

discussed by Frederick Anderson in h'is chapter

on "The National Environmental Policy Act," at pp" 293-4; lgde1g_]- Eryjfgnmental Law; West Publishing Co.; Mjnneapof

is;

1974

17.

ll-3859 et seq., R"C.M" 1947;69-5001 et seq., R.C.M" 1947

18.

For a more complete discussion, see "The National Environmental Policy Act
and the Licensing Process: Environmentalist Magna Charta

or

de Grace?"; A. W. Murphy;72 Columbia Law Review 963 (lSlZ1
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Agency Coup

19.

The Council on Environmental Quality made

Report,

at p.

this point in its Thjrd

Annual

228:

It has long been recognized that agencies can adminjster
the'ir programs better if they establish thejr policies
and practices, whenever poss'ible, by general rule rather
than acting on a case-by-case basis. Rulemaking a11ows
the agency to weigh competing consideratjons in depth
and to determ'ine a future course of act'ion that will
best accompl j sh i ts ends.

,.

"

requires a rather finely tuned and systematic
balancing of its po'licy against other agency obiectjves"
It requjres agencies to reexamine the basic premises on
which they have operated and to take a new direct'ion
when those premises do not square wjth the required concern for environmental effects.
NEPA

Nothing in NEPA says that such balancing 0r reexamination
must be performed anew each time the agency proposes to
act, without regard to previous agency consideration of
the rel evant i nteresis " No person orinsti tuti on can
operate effectively under a requirement to question its
basic premises before takjng each actjon..".An agency
can be both effective and responsjble if it adopts rules
to guide its daily choices and reexamjnes those rules as
necessary to respond to changes jn circumstances or in
public policy. Environmental issues not adequately
covered in the rulemaking process can be considered on
a case-by-case basis.
20.

An example

of a permit coordination

mental Coordination Procedures Act

mechanjsm

of

.l973;

is Washjngton's Envjron-

hlRC

90"62"0'10

et seq.

For

a discussion of Washington's experience with this Act, see Masterson,
"Coordinated Permjts: The Washington Experience," Environmental
Comment,

21"

October,

.|975.

ll-3859 et seq., R.C.M.

1947

22. 89-3501 et :-q9., R.C.l,l. 1947
23. 89-3701 et 1eg., R.C.M. 1947
M. 1947
24 . 26-1510 S_L !gg. , R.
?5. See n. .|5, !-qp-!g"
C.
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a

I

v
+J,

/trticle IX, SccIion l;

44.

l,leirstadtel', "Tlre Role

of the Jucliciary in the Conf!^ontartion

Proll ems r:f [nvi
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